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To whom it may concern:

I am pleased to write a letter of recommendation for Koay Hong Vin. I highly

recommend Koay for the scholarship applied.

I have known Koay for the past B months as he has taken my Mathematics 'Iutorial

class for one semester, 2015. As his lecturer, I have had an opportunity to obserue

his participation and interaction in class to evaluate Koay's knowledge of the sub.iect

matter. He is one of the outstanding student in all respects. Koay has proven that

through hard work, follow through, and team work, he can accomplish tasks in a
courteous and timely manner.

Koay never disappointed me. All his tutorials and tasks done perfectly and submitted

on time. He is one of the Peer Assistance Leader (PAL) in Mathematics Subject and

has proven to be helpful to other students. I have chosen him to be the facilitator of
"Math Top Program" and has accomplished the task responsibly.

I had chosen him to represent the class for Explore Mafh Competition and has

appeared to be the champion of Module ll. Koay alongside with his member, used

the shortest time to accomplish all the questions given during the competition. With
the lead of Koay, the team finished the task in the shortest time'

Koay is will equipped to grow from challenges that he is presented with. His patience,

teaching ability and strong mathematics solving skills, prepare him beautifully for your

scholarship. I strongly endorse making Koay one of the scholarship receiver.


